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A new level in performance.
Hello and welcome to Greenplay Australia. It’s here you’ll find the world’s best
synthetic turf, and discover what an amazing difference it can make to your
sporting club, your home, your commercial property, your school, or any other
venue that requires a safe, pristine surface. We know you’ll be impressed by the
technology, the quality, the realism, and, most importantly, the performance.
We can transform your environment by providing you with the complete
synthetic turf service. We do everything – consult, design, supply, install, and
also offer a whole range of landscaping services, from paving to putting in
swimming pools.
We’ve had many years experience in the synthetic turf and landscaping
industry, and we know what’s good and what’s not. That’s why we use

eco-friendly, Limonta Sport synthetic turf – the realism, quality and
performance is outstanding. It is also more forgiving than real turf, making it
safer to play on.
Greenplay Australia is synonymous with quality and client satisfaction. The
reason for this is simple – we use the best materials, and our people take a
lot of pride in what they do. After all, there is a lot of satisfaction in creating
fantastic new sports facilities, transforming homes, building safer playgrounds,
and generally improving people’s environments.
In everything we do, Greenplay Australia offers you a new level in performance.

greenplay australia

Our star player.
Created from the finest quality, eco-friendly materials developed in The
Netherlands, and manufactured in Italy, the pedigree of Limonta Sport
synthetic turf is unsurpassed.
Since 1981, Limonta Sport has been producing cutting-edge synthetic turf for
all kinds of outdoor and indoor sports. Today, you’ll find our products in over
17,000 clubs across 70 countries, including soccer powerhouse, AC Milan.
Limonta Sport is approved by all governing bodies, and is one of only five FIFA
preferred producers.
It also exceeds our tough Environmental Standard ISO 14001

Limonta Sport has extraordinary permeability, stays cool, is UV resistant, and
chosen throughout the world for its:
Durability and Resilience
Safety (Flexible, non-abrasive surface)
Realistic Appearance
Outstanding performance in all kinds of weather
All Limonta Sport products are tested for shock absorption, deformation,
traction, and ball roll. The company also has its own research and development
laboratory where products are constantly monitored, and looked to be
improved upon.

limonta sport

Putting our best foot forward.
When it comes to playing outdoor sport, you want a surface that is safe,
performs brilliantly in all weather conditions, and keeps looking great with
very little maintenance. Greenplay is more than ready to meet that challenge.
We have a surface for every outdoor sport.
The Limonta Sport range covers everything from tennis courts and golf
greens to soccer and hockey pitches. Each surface is specifically created
for a particular sport using variations in the length and shape of the synthetic
fibres (and the way they are stitched together) and then combining it with an
appropriate infill.

The Limonta Sport range of abrasive-free, synthetic turf consists of:
Sports Pro Hybrid
Sports Pro Max S
Sports Pro MF Diamond
Sports Pro Newgrass
Sports Pro Xpert
All these surfaces are made from the highest quality materials, and precisionmanufactured in Limonta Sport’s fully automated facility in Italy. They are
continually tested for durability, resilience, stability and performance.

outdoor surfaces

We have your outdoor sport
covered.
Sports Pro Hybrid
Limonta Sports has developed an artificial grass that’s alive! It’s amazing,
but true. After years of research, a special species of natural grass has been
successfully combined with a synthetic turf to produce the ultimate in playing
surfaces – Sports Pro Hybrid. The grass is colonised through the synthetic
turf in an organic infill, creating a hybrid surface that has the durability and
performance of synthetic grass, and the texture and feel of the real thing.
To players, the surface is real grass, but the synthetic fibres provide much more
stability, pressure distribution, vibration dampening and impact absorption
than the natural alternative. And, because the organic infill is deeper, water is
retained at a greater rate, helping the natural grass to thrive. Sports Pro Hybrid
is permeable, helping the surface to retain its integrity (virtually no deformation
or compaction) even under high-use conditions.

Sport Pro Max S
Only Limonta has the amazing Sport Pro Max S. Recognised as the leading
synthetic turf in the world market, Sport Pro Max S boasts unrivalled
performance and resilience. The unique, double S-shaped yarn (350 microns
thick) creates an extremely natural looking and performing surface, with true
ball-roll and traction. The surface is soft and virtually abrasion proof.
Sport Pro MF Diamond
Made from 100% polyurethane monofilament yarn (220 microns thick), the
durability of Sport Pro MF Diamond is unsurpassed. Inter-weaving two different
shades of green, the ‘Diamond’ shaped yarn looks unbelievably natural, and
provides a soft, abrasion-free surface. This is a high-impact, high-use surface.

We have your outdoor sport
covered.
Sport Pro Newgrass
This is the most versatile synthetic surface, using a variety of fibres, structures,
and infill materials to cater for sports-lovers and professionals alike. From
tennis courts to hockey pitches, Sport Pro Newgrass complies to the highest
international standards.
Sport Pro Xpert
Using a unique ‘Xtreme’ polymer yarn (240 microns thick), Sport Pro Xpert
utilises laser technology and special extrusion lines to guarantee higher
resistance and greater performance. It consists of a monofilament twisted
around a fibrillated fibre, increasing ‘tuft lock’ resistance by an average of
39% on conventional monofilament surfaces. Sport Pro Xpert is one tough
synthetic turf.

What lies within
The Sport Pro range of synthetic turf looks beautiful from above, but it’s
what lies within that makes it feel beautiful and perform like no other surface.
Scattered in the turf is a layer of Quartz Sand that helps stabilise the surface and
facilitate drainage. This is mixed with Limonta Sports’ amazing eco-friendly
InfillPRO GEO (or a variety of recycled, polymer-based infills) to cushion the
surface, and make it much safer to play on. The result is a pitch that can be
used all day, 365 days a year. It is totally compatible with any studded football
shoe, and the risk of injury is significantly reduced.
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Surface vs Sport
It’s amazing what a difference a blade of synthetic turf can make
– the shape and weave, and type of infill it’s mixed with determine
things like ball roll, traction, durability and resilience. The Sport
Pro range has subtle, but significant, variations that suit various
kinds of sport.
Surface vs Performance
All Limonta Sport synthetic turf is of the highest quality, and the
Sport Pro range is one of the few approved by all international
sporting bodies. As a general rule, the high performance surfaces
(like Sport Pro Max S) tend to be more resilient and less durable
than the ‘everyday’ surfaces.
Durability
Durability is a measure of how tough and long-lasting the surface
is. The way the synthetic turf is woven and attached to the base
dictates durability.

Surface vs Performance
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Guarantee
Sport Pro surfaces come with an 8-year guarantee that completely
covers any manufacturing or installation faults. This assumes, of
course, that the surface has been used for its intended purpose
(using correct footwear and equipment) and that has been
properly maintained.
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Resilience
Resilience is a measure of how true the surface remains, and how
well the turf springs back into place. This is to do with the shape
of the synthetic blades, and what they’re made of.
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Fill your team with
confidence.
Not only does Limonta Sport boast a range of world-class artificial surfaces,
it also has the revolutionary InfillPRO GEO – an organic infill that is ideal for
both sport and recreational uses. The composition of this amazing product
guarantees better technical and sporting performances. InfillPRO GEO
enhances the playing surface, improves safety and is environmentally friendly.
Having InfillPRO GEO makes a big difference on many levels.
That’s because it’s:
Recyclable – it can be recycled for agricultural use and is economical
to remove.
Odourless – it is a natural organic product that is odourless and micro
organism proof.

er conditions.

Lower Temperature – unlike rubber infill, the natural properties keep the
		
temperature of the surface down, very much like
		
natural grass.
UV Resistant – its natural properties make it highly UV resistant, and
		
that means it won’t deteriorate quickly.
Performance – it has the effect of creating very grass-like performance,
both in ball bounce and feel.
Stability – the stability is markedly improved with InfillPRO GEO, 		
creating sure-footedness, and instilling confidence in athletes.
Abrasion Free – it makes the surface act like grass, virtually eliminating
		
abrasions from falling or sliding.
Optimal Drainage – its organic consistency facilitates optimal
		
drainage, even in bad weather conditions.

InfillPRO GEO

Rising to the challenge.
The toughest opposition in indoor sport can sometimes be the surface you’re
playing on. Unforgiving, slippery floors make it hard to compete at your best,
and are often the cause of injury. That’s why it’s important to have a safe,
responsive surface. And that’s why we use the Limonta Sport range of PVC
indoor surfaces.
Limonta Sport has specific applications for all kinds of indoor sports (as well as
multi-purpose surfaces). Great lengths are taken to make sure these surfaces
perform at the highest level, allowing players to safely perform at theirs.

Made from eco-friendly raw materials, the Limonta Sport range of indoor
surfaces feature:
High Shock Absorption
High Performance Grip and Stability
Uniform Ball Bounce
High Resilience and Durability
Greater Playing Comfort
SANALIM Anti-bacterial and Fungicide Treatment
ULTRA TOP Light Deflecting Finish
The result is an immaculate, durable surface that improves performance and
is totally safe to play on.

indoor surfaces
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If you want your indoor team to play at their best, they have to play on the best – Limonta Sport.
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1. ULTRA TOP – this polyurethane finish deflects light, reduces foot prints,
		
and increases resilience and durability.
2. Calendered Crystal Layer – this layer provides the perfect balance between
			
adherence and slipperiness, increasing
			
stability and instilling confidence in
			
every player.
3. High Concentration Colour Layer – A choice of vibrant colours in a resilient
				
layer that makes the surface look as
				
good as it performs.
4. Fibre-glass Reinforcing Layer – another layer that increases stability,
				
resilience and durability.
5. Foam Support Layer – the base layer that helps balance performance with
			
safety.
For permanent hygiene, all layers are given SANALIM anti-bacterial and
fungicide treatment.
Whether you’re looking for a specific or multi-purpose surface, we have what
you need. Our attention to detail and inclusive, personal service coupled with
the cutting edge technology of Limonta Sport products means we can give
your school, club or organisation a truly professional finish – one that will
deliver a new level in performance.

Looking great all year round.
In many parts of Australia, having lush green lawn all year round is becoming
more and more difficult. Lack of rainfall and water restrictions have had a
severe impact. That’s why there is a growing trend towards artificial lawn,
and that’s why we have the Limonta Sport Deluxe range. Now you can have a
maintenance-free, lush green lawn that looks great all year round. The benefits
are hard to ignore:
Very realistic appearance – you need to touch it to make sure it isn’t real.
Save money – reduce your watering and sell the mower.
Very safe – non abrasive, forgiving surface.
Keeps looking good – very durable and UV resistant (so it won’t fade)
The Deluxe range is available in four different grades to give you flexibility in
use and appearance:
Deluxe Max
Deluxe Max has unlimited applications. Its two-tone matt finish, and exclusive
S-shaped blades create an unbelievably natural look and feel.

Deluxe Tuscany
Deluxe Tuscany is ideal for roof tops, terraces and pool areas. It’s a highdensity combination of straight and curled yarn that requires no infill, and is
available in four shades of green.
Deluxe Adelaide
Deluxe Adelaide is a second option for roof tops and pool areas. It is also
available in four shades of green, and represents a fantastic value as well as
great looks.
Deluxe Curl
Deluxe Curl is the ‘Aussie Summer Lawn’. Created from the exclusive
S-shaped yarn, a small amount of brown is mixed with the green, giving a
more muted, native appearance.

Greenplay also offers you the complete landscaping service, and can transform
your outdoor area into a beautifully integrated part of your home and lifestyle.
We design, supply and install paving, decking, pergolas, retaining walls,
swimming pools, sunken fire-pits, and just about anything else you could
imagine in your garden.

residential landscaping

It’s all about image.
Just as Greenplay can work wonders with people’s homes, the same can
be achieved with commercial property. The Deluxe Range (see Residential
Landscaping) from Limonta Sport can be applied to a wide variety of
commercial applications. For example:
Streetscapes – lift the presence of any new land development.
Kindergartens – create a magical environment that is very safe.
Rooftop Gardens – create a relaxed atmosphere that everyone enjoys
Playgrounds and Reserves – design fantastic public areas that will fulfill any
			
council’s compliance on safety and quality.
Entrance Foyers – make a green statement about your business.
And, of course, Limonta Sport is the eco-friendly choice in synthetic turf.

commercial landscaping
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